PRIVACY POLICY
v1.1 02/2021
O-Zone Technologies Ltd respects the privacy concerns of the Users of its website,
ozoneuniverse.com. In this privacy policy, we explain what data may be accessible
to Ozone Technologies Ltd when you use OZONE UNIVERSE.
1. Data and Communications
Your presence and communications are sent through OZONE UNIVERSE to other
participants.
1.1 Avatar Data
We receive and send to others users’ information about your Avatar (such as the
username, the 3D model of your avatar, its position, and your interactions with
objects)
⮚ Custom Avatars: You may be able to create a custom avatar. If you do so,
OZONE UNIVERSE will store your custom avatar, associated with your
account.
⮚ Stock Avatars: If you choose one of the Avatars provided by OZONE
UNIVERSE there is no log of the avatar selections you use.
1.2 OZONE UNIVERSE virtual scenes.
Virtual Scenes, if public, may be accessible to anyone registered and logged into the
corresponding URL. OZONE UNIVERSE receives data about the virtual objects and
Avatars in a virtual scene and shares that data with others in the scene for real time
presence.
1.3 Voice and video Data
If your microphone and camera are on, OZONE UNIVERSE receives and relays
those streams to other users in the scene via our partner TWILIO. OZONE
UNIVERSE does not monitor, record or store the audio. Be aware that once you
grant permission to use your microphone, it will stay on unless you turn it off. Twilio
terms and privacy can be found here: https://www.twilio.com/legal/privacy

1.4 In-scene Photos and Video
Some of our paid users may opt to use the recording service that may be offered by
OZONE UNIVERSE now or in the future. This may result in moments of your
experience of OZONE UNIVERSE being recorded. In such a case, there will be a
“recording” icon indicating that the scene owner (presenter, host, instructor etc…) is
recording. By using the service, you acknowledge that, in such a case, your avatar,
voice and (if applicable) video may be recorded.
⮚
Data Retention: If a user uses the recording service provided by
OZONE UNIVERSE, the recording will not be monitored, and file recorded will
be stored without being reviewed on TWILIO’s servers until delivered to the client.
1.5 Third Party partner Services
OZONE UNIVERSE may rely on third party Api integrations such as Twilio and Stripe
to provide communication service or payment service. You can see their own privacy
policy herein below for more information. OZONE UNIVERSE does not store or
monitor any of the information processed by the 3rd party partners
Twilio Privacy Policy: https://www.twilio.com/legal/privacy
Stripe Privacy Policy: https://stripe.com/privacy
2. Data Received and its Use
2.1 OZONE UNIVERSE may receive data you create and share within the virtual
Scenes.
➢ Images, Video, and Objects: OZONE UNIVERSE receives video and image
file links to process and display them in the OZONE UNIVERSE. OZONE
UNIVERSE may store this data as long as you remain in the virtual scene. If
you include a video, image, or object in the virtual Scene, OZONE UNIVERSE
may or may not store that information.
3. Your Data Protection Rights under the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR)
As a User you have the following data protection rights:
➢ If you wish to access, correct, update, or request deletion of your personal
information, you can do so at any time by emailing us:
support@ozoneuniverse.com

➢ If we have collected and processed your personal information with your
consent, then you can withdraw your consent at any time. Withdrawing your
consent will not affect the lawfulness of any processing we conducted prior to
your withdrawal. The withdrawal of your consent should come with deletion
of your account and cessation of use of OZONE UNIVERSE.
4. Changes to this Privacy Policy
This Privacy Policy may be modified from time to time, so please review it frequently.
Changes to this Privacy Policy will be posted on our website. If we materially change
the ways in which we use or share personal information previously collected from
you through our Services, we will notify you through our website and by email.

